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This is about…
Background and objectives of this study

When it comes to winning new customers, the automotive industry stands against ever-increasing
challenges. Especially #GenY (in our study the 17 to 30 year olds) plays a reduced role. This generation is
confronted with a number of different mobility solutions and offers from which to decide – often to the car’s
disadvantage.
But what’s the reason for this? Is the car really losing its importance for this generation? What does #GenY
stand for? And primarily: What requirements, ideas and desires does this generation have on future
mobility?
This GfK study answers questions concerning requirements, ideas and desires of #GenY
concerning mobility and especially regarding the car.
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What we did…
Method: Survey approach
3 cities, 3 target groups, 2 survey phases
Hamburg
Berlin

Nuremberg

*GfK Connected Car Study 2015 and DAT-Report 2016
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Online Community
7-day documentation of the
respondent’s own mobility behavior
in an online-diary
Creative-Workshops
6 creative-workshops à 3 hours with
8 participants, each 2 creative-workshops
per city
Integrated Insights
Supplement of selected
results with quantitative data
from other GfK surveys*
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Who we spoke to
Method: 3 target groups
Living with parents

Student

Entry-level employee

Aged 17 to 22

Aged 20 to 24

Aged 25 to 30

Who are they?
70/30 "city center"/"on the outskirts"
All regularly use a smartphone/tablet/PC
All are active on social media/networks
Nobody categorically turns down certain brands
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How do they get from A to B?
Good mix of car owners/car users/non-car users
70/30 Mix with/without driver's license
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What we have learned
The main findings at a glance

What characterizes #GenY:
The #GenY doesn't exist. Unlike previous generations, #GenY is characterized by diversity and freedom of
choice rather than by a straightforward approach. It often feels overwhelmed by the variety of offers and
opportunities and strives for guidance and security.
What #GenY thinks of owning and sharing:
#GenY is happy to use sharing opportunities, primarily in order to save money. However, #GenY is reluctant
to share its own things – it considers ownership to be too valuable. Ownership and brands are generally
important: #GenY uses them above all to express individuality and a sense of belonging to a group.
The sharing culture can generate brand experience without ownership, but ownership is the ultimate goal.
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What we have learned
The main findings at a glance

How #GenY gets around:
The means of transport chosen by #GenY varies between urban and rural areas and is multimodal. In cities
in particular, the car is no longer top of the list. Here #GenY usually opts for public transport, cycling and
walking. In contrast, in rural areas (with a less extensive public transport network) owning a car is often the
preferred option.
Why #GenY seldom needs a car of their own:
Especially in larger metropolitan cities (with corresponding infrastructure), #GenY learns to get around
sufficiently without having to own a car. Consequently, interest and emotional attachment to the car
decreases – cars are merely used to satisfy a specific purpose. Nevertheless, #GenY also has its car
enthusiasts. For a smaller proportion of the younger generation, the car is more than just a means of
transportation: it is a status symbol, a loyal companion that guarantees driving fun and promises a welcome
retreat from life’s everyday stress and strains.
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What we have learned
The main findings at a glance

Why the car is still a relevant issue for #GenY:
The older #GenY gets, the more decisive the quality of mobility becomes: esteem and comfort are main
mobility requirements for this generation, which play a much more important role the older they get.
Surely car-based offers such as Car sharing and rental vehicles often meet the requirements, but immediate
flexibility, freedom and comfort - all combined with privacy - are issues that can only be answered if you
have your own car.
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What we have learned
The main findings at a glance

What #GenY expects from the mobile future:
For #GenY "autonomous driving" and "electric mobility" are the future. However, these vehicles will no
longer be produced only by classic OEMs, but will be manufactured in cooperation with technology
corporations such as Apple, Google and Samsung. What's more, the car of the future will no longer be
purchased in the conventional way: the sale process will also be digitalized.
In order to guarantee mobility in the future, #GenY sees a need to adapt the infrastructure of towns and
cities. An example would be infrastructure concepts that relocate traffic away from the streets and into the
air or underground.
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What we have learned
Recommendations
To make sure that #GenY does not forget about cars, automotive manufacturers should accompany #GenY
on their way. For example…
Use "genuine" innovations to excite and inspire. Offer solutions that
integrate the car into the digital lifestyle of #GenY in order to create added
value that can be sustained in a competitive environment.
Comprehensive appeal that takes into account the individual life
situations and mobility needs of #GenY. In order to maintain #GenY's
interest in cars in large cities in particular and to acquire them as customers in
later stages of life.
Create the corresponding infrastructure and focus on the car as a
product. Public transport currently offers #GenY a cheap and (usually)
stress-free alternative to the car. Car sharing also solves lots of problems,
such as searching for somewhere to park Developments in infrastructure and
auto-mobility which specifically target and solve the disadvantages of cars
also increase #GenY's need to own a car.
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What more is there to say…

1

#Gen… Who?

What is #GenY about

4

Auto…mobile?

Why #GenY seldom have
their own cars
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Mine and yours

What #GenY thinks about
owning and sharing

5

Automobile!

Why cars are still relevant for
#GenY

3

From A to B

How #GenY gets around

6

From “beam me”
and other phantasies

What #GenY expects from the
mobile future
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#Gen…who?
What is #GenY about
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#GenY – The generation of 17 to 30 year olds
#Gen…Who? What is #GenY about
„Compared to the
generation prior to ours,
we’ve become more value
conservative again.
Our careers are important
again and also home
ownership.“

„Everybody’s looking for
the 100% sure thing. I
don’t know, if there is such
a thing as 100% at all.“

„I plan my life 3 years in advance,
that’s enough to me. What happens
thereafter, I don’t want to think about at
the time. Anything could happen.“

„My friends and
family are important to
me. Sure, the job, too.
But there is also a life
next to the job.“

„Since we’re living in the information era, we have high-level of
transparency: we can have a look at everything, go everywhere.
But sometimes that also stands in our way, because then we
always look at our neighbors’ plate and think “what does he have“.
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The wealth of life options often leads to tension between freedom and lack of
direction: #GenY feels under pressure
#Gen…who? What is #GenY about
Freedom

Disorientation

Independence

Hectic pace and restlessness
Be able to have it all and do it all
Choice

"I enjoy being independent and
always being able to find
something different to do."
(Berlin, student)

Indecision
Comparison to others

"Many people of my age are very
ambitious, but many also feel very
stressed and exhausted." (Hamburg,
entry-level employee)

"I find it really hard to keep calm, especially in
a city like Berlin. Everything is incredibly fast
and chaotic. I rarely feel truly at ease.“ (Berlin,
entry-level employee)

Often ambivalent relationship with its own generation: #GenY loves the many offers and
opportunities, but also feels confronted with restlessness and a lack of direction.
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THE #GenY doesn't exist. It is just as diverse as the opportunities it has at its
disposal
#Gen…Who? What is #GenY about
3 types in different phases of life*

"Our generation is very
varied. It cannot be summed
up." (Nuremberg, living with
parents)

The sheltered
"Our generation doesn't exist.
If I look at my friends, some already
have children while others are
currently traveling around the
world.“ (Hamburg, student)

The future-oriented
The globe-trotter

* The identified types largely correspond to the defined age categories, but the boundaries are often not so clear-cut
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#GenY according to life phase: The sheltered
##Gen…Who? What is #GenY about
"My biggest plan is to
start a family, pursue my
hobbies and be able to
pay my own way.“
(Nuremberg, living with
parents)

Tend to be younger, e.g. still in education or living with parents – well
sheltered and supported by parents
On the one hand: Concrete, often grounded objectives that are heavily
influenced and exemplified by the parental home
On the other hand: On the brink of the "terrifying" but unavoidable leap into
the world
Often find the wealth of opportunities overwhelming
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What they need:

What they want:

Structure
Safety
Security

Start a family
Finish their studies
Own a home
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#GenY according to life phase: The globe-trotter
#Gen…Who? What is #GenY about
"I can plan for the
next 3 years, but
that's enough. I don't
want to think about
my life after that.
Anything could
happen.“ (Berlin,
entry-level
employee)
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Have successfully cut the cord from their family home and its influence – are
discovering the world without the permanent comfort of a sheltered family
home
Recognize the wealth of opportunities and seize chances
Often want to see and experience as much as possible
Try to see the wealth of opportunities in a positive light and exploit these to
their advantage

What they need:

What they want:

Independence
Freedom
Adventure

Travel the world
Discover new things
Do the extraordinary
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#GenY according to life phase: The future-oriented
#Gen…Who? What is #GenY about
"30 is a deadline.
By the time I'm 30 I
want to have seen
everything. Then I
will probably settle
down and think
about starting a
family.“ (Hamburg,
entry-level
employee)
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Have sowed their oats, seized many opportunities and chances and
experienced a lot
Forward-thinking: Think about what they want out of life and where they want
to settle down
Long-term goals (family and ownership) are now being implemented
Invest in the future, establish material, non-material and social security

What they need:

What they want:

Calm
Roots
Safety and consistency

Have a family
Financial security
Defined life plan
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Mine and yours
What #GenY thinks about owning and sharing
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Valuable and personal things in particular are not shared with strangers –
that includes the car
Mine and yours: What #GenY thinks of owning and sharing
Sharing: Yes,

BUT….

Because Sharing offers
additional usages
#GenY is open to many
sharing offers and takes
advantage of these, e. g. …
to save money (overnight
stays)
… to help those who are
socially/financially
disadvantaged (food sharing)

2Go

"I would live with
someone else, but
not the other way
round." (Berlin, entrylevel employee)
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Sharing

"When I want to drive
my car, I want to be
able to do it
straightaway and not
first find out where it is
or who has it."
(Nuremberg, living with
parents)

The own property is still relevant
They are only rarely willing or
happy to share their own property
(in particular with strangers)
Important/expensive property too
valuable to share (without existing
relationship of trust)
Property guarantees immediate
access and privacy which is not
willingly given up
Shared things lose their
"ownership status" and have less
significance/value
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Brands convey identity: Not only do they signal quality, but they also provide
a sense of belonging
Mine and yours: What #GenY thinks of owning and sharing
Brands stand for quality and a certain attitude to life: With brands you are buying security and
membership of a group, and outwardly symbolizing this
Ownership and brands go hand in hand: Ownership is not enough on its own to create #GenY's identity,
but must be completed by brands
"A pair of brand-name pants lasts a bit longer. I pay
an extra 10, 20 euros and have something that is
good quality." (Berlin, student)
"Wearing or owning brands also suggests that you
belong to a certain circle of people."
(Hamburg, living with parents)

Car brands seldom play a role for #GenY. Besides fashion brands (including individual labels), it is
technology brands that are particularly relevant (including larger devices)
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The more #GenY develops, the more important property and security
become
Mine and yours: What #GenY thinks of owning and sharing
The sheltered

Well sheltered and usually supported financially by parents, use sharing
offers mostly to save money (e.g. when traveling)
Property and brands stand above all for a sense of belonging and status

The globe-trotter

Sharing offers ways to discover the world (in particular travel)
Social/political commitment through sharing (eg. food sharing)
Property and brands become a more important symbol of individuality
and belonging

The future-oriented

Owned property that has been hard earned is preferred over sharing
First big investments are made and security is built up
As an everyday concept, sharing is becoming less relevant
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From A to B
How #GenY gets around
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#GenY & Mobility: Modes of transport used
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
Own car

Taxi

Walking

Lift share

Bicycle

Mobility

Public transport

Train

(bus, tram, underground)

Car sharing

Long-distance bus
(German ICE, EC, regional)

2Go
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Airplane
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Public transportation is mainly and most often used in urban areas
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
Attractiveness

Rural areas: Own car and public transportation often the
only means of getting around, due to far distances vs.
Urban: Also car sharing or bicycle are practical

2Go

*
Moving around urban vs. rural
2Go

city

country

Intensity of Usage

„Even if they aren’t so reliable and often jam-packed, public transportation is
really great here. I can go everywhere and I get there cheap. And otherwise, for
longer distances I often don’t even have an alternative.“
(Hamburg, lives with parents)
* More details on the results for public transport, cars and car sharing to come on the following pages. Results on other ways of getting around are shown separately.
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Excellent infrastructure makes cities perfect public transport hubs for #GenY
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Medium to long distances at any time (of year):
Going to work/school/university, wandering around town,
visiting friends

Why?

Reasonable cost and quick (especially rail transport)
Free time or time to work during the journey (reading,
smartphone, studying etc.)
Handing over responsibility and relaxing

Why not?

Unreliable: Often late, replacement transport, plan
deviations, traffic hold-ups
Sometimes uncomfortable: Often crowded, poorly
ventilated, bad smells, dirty

City or
countryside?

Perfect in cities thanks to excellent infrastructure –
advantages are lost in rural areas due to insufficient
coverage
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In particular, high maintenance costs and aspects like safety and practicality
make #GenY anxious about cars
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Short to long distances
Particularly good for areas with poor transport
connections

Why?

Flexibility and independence
Freedom
Comfort (comfortable, warm)

Why not?

Expensive (purchase, maintenance)
Stressful (especially during rush hour): hold-ups by other
car drivers, construction works, crowded roads (traffic
jams)

City or
countryside?

A necessity in rural areas due to lack of mobility options;
but little need in large cities: disadvantages outweigh
advantages, alternative mobility options are available
and often more attractive
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"Having your own
car is great, it gives
you freedom and
independence.
I can drive when
and where I want.
That is until I get
stuck in a traffic
jam.“ (Berlin,
student)
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A third/almost half of #GenY uses a car for their job or to commute to
work/university almost every day.
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

Quantitative results
GfK Connected Car Study 2015

Car use #GenY
70%

66%

58%
47%
41%

38%

35%

33%
24%
19%
12%
7% 7%

As part of my job

9%

Almost daily

2%

Monthly

14% 16%

7%

4% 4%

For leisure activities Journey to school
Weekly

22%
13%

12% 11%
5%

4% 2%

Commuting to
work/university

15%

2% 1%

Shopping

Less than once a month

Just for fun

Never

GfK Connected Car Study 2015: How often do you use your car for the following activities?
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Especially the high running costs and aspects such as safety and practicality
gives #GenY “stomach aches”, when it comes to cars
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

Quantitative Results
GfK Connected Car Study 2015

Car ownership and usage: “Pain points” of drivers and passengers #GenY
Running costs

Safety
Accident
risk
Unfallgefahr

Fuels

35%

AggressiveFahren
driving
agressives

21%

Service & repairs

Vandalismus
Vandalism

20%

Insurance

Functionality & comfort
Break downs
Problems with
navigation system
/GPS
Driving noises

42%
26%
24%

Practicality
22%
10%
7%

Traffic jams

35%

City driving

21%

Parking problems

19%

GfK Connected Car Study 2015: What would you say are your main concerns or pain-points when it comes to owning or using a car, both as a driver and as a passenger?
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#GenY generally welcomes the concept of car sharing. However, this
alternative is currently only used by the minority
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

For short to medium distances in cities:
transporting items, visiting friends, going out
Often on the spur of the moment

Why?

Very flexible, easily accessible in large cities
No obligations, no expensive maintenance costs
All the advantages of a car, having one when you need
one
Handing
over everywhere
responsibility
andin
relaxing
Not
available
(only
large cities)

Why not?

City or
countryside?

2Go

Inflexible: cannot be handed back everywhere
Intensive use/use outside of the zones is very expensive
Only a "comprehensive" and feasible solution in large
cities
Not available in smaller cities/rural areas
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"Car sharing in cities is a great idea. I
don't have a car, but if I ever needed one
I could just take one and have all the
advantages of having my own car. But I
hardly ever need a car in Berlin.“ (Berlin,
student)
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#GenY new car buyers in particular have reservations about car sharing
concepts
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

Quantitative results
DAT report 2016

New cars

#GenY

> 30 YEARS OLD
7%

19%

55%

I don't want to share a car with other people

52%
81%

93%

Yes
No

34%

Car sharing is not flexible enough

Yes
No

46%
41%

It is too much effort to get/find a car when I want one

42%

I don't drive cars that don't belong to me
Car sharing costs and usage are not in proportion
Car sharing is not available where I live (only in large
cities)

32%

#GenY

28%
23%

> 30 YEARS OLD

25%
24%
21%

DAT report 2016: Would you consider car sharing as an alternative to having your own car? / Why would you not consider car sharing as an alternative to having your own car?
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#GenY used car buyers are a little more open to car sharing
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

Quantitative results
DAT report 2016

Used cars

#GenY

> 30 YEARS OLD
9%

24%

44%

I don't want to share a car with other people

52%
76%

Yes
No

91%

37%

Car sharing is not flexible enough

35%

It is too much effort to get/find a car when I want one

37%

#GenY

23%

I don't drive cars that don't belong to me

33%
28%

Car sharing costs and usage are not in proportion
Car sharing is not available where I live (only in large
cities)

Yes
No

46%

> 30 YEARS OLD

27%
32%
24%

DAT report 2016: Would you consider car sharing as an alternative to having your own car? / Why would you not consider car sharing as an alternative to having your own car?
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GfK Predictive Benefit Framework for categorising the different ways of
getting around according to requirements
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

GfK Predictive Benefit Framework

The GfK Predictive Benefit Framework allows mobility requirements to be divided into four basic dimensions. This allows
ways of getting around to be categorized according to fulfilled requirements and open pain points.

The four basic dimensions

Security
Peace of mind
The comforting feeling of
traveling safely, as well as
sustainability and
environmental aspects

Wellbeing
“I feel good”
Feeling at ease on the go
(mentally, physically and
materially) and feeling
positively connected to
others
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Gratification
“I’m worth it”
Getting around should be
entertaining (fun, pride and
happiness), appeal to the
senses; also: treating
yourself to something out
of the ordinary

Freedom
“Gives me freedom”
Freedom in the sense of
freedom to choose and
flexibility, as well as in the
sense of saving time/costs
in particular
32

Safety seen as hygiene factor. Freedom and wellbeing as the main mobility
requirements for #GenY – gratification is usually neglected

Importance

From A to B: How #GenY gets around

GfK Predictive Benefit Framework

Security

Wellbeing

Gratification

Freedom

Safety

Comfort

Time for oneself

Speed

Space

Entertainment

Reliability

Peace

Accessibility
(many/far-away places)

Cheaper price

Flexibility in terms of space

Flexibility

Health*

Flexibility in terms of time

Punctuality

Environmental protection*

Cheaper price

Independence
Accessibility
Uncomplicated

Dominant
requirement

Safety

Comfort/space

Time for oneself

Speed and reliability

*Health and environmental protection are not very relevant for #GenY and are only rarely mentioned if not prompted
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Car-based transport methods come closest to fulfilling the need for a sense
of wellbeing
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

GfK Predictive Benefit Framework

Wellbeing

Security

Mobility requirements
degree of fulfilment through
way of getting around

Safety
Health
Environmental
protection

Comfort
Space
Peace
Flexibility
in terms of space
Flexibility
in terms of time
Cheaper
price

Key:

“fulfilled”,

2Go

O
O

O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O

O
O

O

O
O
O
O

O
O

O
O
O
O

O

O

O

O

O
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

“not fulfilled” , O “neutral”
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Achieving freedom in particular by having a bike or own car
From A to B: How #GenY gets around

GfK Predictive Benefit Framework

Freedom

Gratification

Mobility requirements
degree of fulfilment through
way of getting around

2Go

Time for oneself
Entertainment
Accessibility

Speed
Reliability
Cheaper price
Flexibility
Punctuality
Independence
Accessibility
Uncomplicated

Key:

“fulfilled”,

O

O

O
O

O

O

O

O

O
O

O

O
O
O

O

O

O

O

O
O
O

O
O

O

O

O
O
O
O

O
O

O
O

O

O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O

“not fulfilled” , O “neutral”
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For the sheltered and globe-trotters, freedom and wellbeing are most
important. The future-oriented also attach importance to comfort
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
The sheltered

GfK Predictive Benefit Framework

Freedom and wellbeing at the forefront: Getting
around has to be quick, comfortable and cheap

Freedom
Wellbeing

The globe-trotter

The future-oriented
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Financial aspects usually play a more important role:
In order to use all opportunities, getting around must
be cheap above all; compromises can be made in
terms of comfort
Getting around not only has to be quick and flexible;
also the way of getting around is becoming
increasingly important: Value and wellbeing,
particularly in terms of ‚indulging oneself‘ and comfort,
are seen as the most important requirements

Freedom
Wellbeing

Freedom
Wellbeing
Gratification
36

Auto…mobile?
Why #GenY seldom have their own cars
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#GenY is learning to get around without a car and is losing interest in and
emotional attachment to cars – relationship with cars is purely for convenience
Why #GenY seldom have their own cars
Car: not needed …

Car: too expensive …

In large cities in particular, cars
play a less important role: they are
being overshadowed by cheaper
ways of getting around
Little connection to the topic of
cars: lack of everyday
opportunities to even encounter
the topic of cars or know the
latest in the world of cars (e.g.
technical developments, car
purchases)

In rural areas, cars guarantee
mobility, often making them a
necessity
However, financial situations often
mean that only the basic
requirements are met (e,g, car with
minimal fittings)
"I really wanted to buy myself a car when I turned 18.
I didn't care which one, just as long as it was cheap
and worked." (Nuremberg, living with parents)

"I had a car when I moved to Berlin. I sold it after a couple of months. It
was just standing around. I never used it." (Berlin, entry-level employee)
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Other mobility options in large cities in particular are causing the car to
become less important
Why #GenY seldom have their own cars
The sheltered

The car tends (depending on the parents' attitude) to play a more important role:
it stands for getting around, freedom and status
This applies even more in the countryside

The globe-trotter

In the current financial situation, a car is often simply 'out of the question'
In this stage of life, they often learn how easy it is to get around without a car
(particularly in cities)
Alternative mobility options offer enough or even more mobility – for less money

The future-oriented

Wellbeing and freedom are becoming more important – and thus also owning a car.
Precondition: emotional distance to the topic of "cars" is not too great and
alternatives not too attractive
Change of living circumstances (e.g. starting a family, moving to the countryside)
which make owning a car a necessity. A better financial situation (first "real" job) also
makes it possible to buy a car
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Automobile!
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY
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When the car gets a name: a love story develops
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY
When the fun of driving dominates…

When the car becomes a status symbol…

Less: owning a car is more than a
means of getting around: it is an
emotional companion in everyday
life, a nice pastime and helps with
day-to-day life

Brand, fittings and motorization play
a decisive role – driving is not only
fun, but also becomes a status
symbol

Emotional attachment to cars is
often passed on from parents and
intensified by frequent,
unproblematic car use (particularly
in rural areas)

"I'm turning 18 in three months. I'm getting my brother's car.
I can hardly sleep with excitement. I'm going to take really
good care of it!“ (Hamburg, living with parents)

"I was desperate to have the new Beetle, the special edition.
And of course it had to be fine-tuned and personalized."
(Nuremberg, living with parents)
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Top emotions when driving are also POSITIVE for #GenY
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY

Quantitative results
GfK Connected Car Study 2015

Top emotions when
driving

+

62%
70%

Happy

60%

Peaceful

72%
53%

Relaxed

63%
49%
53%

Free

46%
50%

Entertained

38%
32%

Proud

31%
29%

Responsible

29%
28%

Thrilled

#GenY

> 30 YEARS OLD

28%

Excited

18%

Stressed

17%
10%

GfK Connected Car Study 2015: Feelings/emotions felt when driving (Top 2 box)
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If #GenY owns a car, then they are at least as convinced about cars as the
older generation
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY

Quantitative results
DAT report 2016
> 30 YEARS OLD

#GenY

58%

51%

I rely on a car

61%

55%
48%

49%

Individual mobility/freedom

45%

51%
38%

35%

Saves time

39%

43%
31%

35%

I find driving fun

37%

39%

34%

37%
15%

Costs and benefits

16%
20%

17%

18%

19%

Attitude to life

17%

21%

20%

17%

Fundamental part of my life

17%

16%
14%

Status symbol

7%

DAT report 2016: Please choose the 3 (maximum) most important reasons why owning a car is important to you.
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Used cars

37%

34%

Driving is more comfortable

New cars

12%
10%
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Two thirds of #GenY like driving – this proportion is roughly the same in the
over 30s
Why #GenY seldom have their own cars

Quantitative results
GfK Connected Car Study 2015

#GenY

> 30 YEARS OLD

6%

6%
5%

7%
35%

completely agree

35%

agree
21%

21%

neutral
disagree
completely disagree

31%

GfK Connected Car Study 2015: I like driving a car
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33%
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Despite sinking demands, #GenY considers the car to still be future-proof:
complete individual mobility is something only the car can offer
Why is the car nonetheless relevant for #GenY
The comfortable, independent and self-determined mobility in a
closed and private environment will always be of importance – the
car is the best concept that covers this
Also in later stages of life, the car – by the flexibility and comfort that
it offers – will always play a major role (family, shopping) – a
replacement isn’t imaginable yet
The car is still a fascinating object for the #GenY, not only because
of the innovative technology that it holds, but also because of its
aesthetic design
And even though car sharing and rental cars satisfy many of the
requirements, the immediate independency and freedom can only be
delivered if you have your own car
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At 60%, owning a car achieved the highest percentage, far exceeding all
other ways of getting around
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY

Quantitative results
GfK Connected Car Study 2015

60%

#GenY

30%
19%
9%

5%

29% 27%

23% 25%
17%

7%

15%

24%

28%

32% 34%
25%

18%

18%
11% 13%

12%

5%

Own car

Car sharing

Bicycle

Public transport

8%

8%

Walking

2Go

very unlikely

unlikely

neutral

likely

very likely

GfK Connected Car Study 2015 - Now think to the future and how you might get from A to B on a daily basis. How likely are you to use one of the following means of transport in the next 5
years?
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#GenY need tangible emotions if they aren't to forget the car…
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY
Nothing comes close to the emotions and sense of freedom that
come with having a car, which cannot be replaced by alternative
mobility concepts
Also if today's world offers #GenY and in particular the globe-trotters
numerous opportunities and cheap alternatives – also for getting
around
BUT: Due to a lack of demand, traffic problems and the alternatives
on offer, #GenY experiences these emotions and freedom too rarely
to form an attachment to the car
"When you see a slick sports car and
think "I want to drive you", now that's
something." (Hamburg, entry-level
employee)
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…and affordable innovations…
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY
#GenY are inundated with offers and innovations every day –
connectivity in the car is no longer something special, as
smartphones now have more possibilities
Only true innovations still stand out. These really capture the
interests of #GenY. Examples:
Driving assistance systems (albeit currently too expensive and
therefore not compeling for #GenY)
Tesla: combines real innovations in one car: E-concept +
technology + new brand)
"If I want to avoid traffic, I simply
turn on the autopilot and watch my
favorite series. Preferably with live
navigation to find the quickest
route. How incredible is that?!“
(Nuremberg, living with parents)
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For #GenY "autonomous driving" and "electric drive" are the
future
Particularly in cities: getting around is not only comfortable, but
also "futuristic"

48

Car manufacturers need to make sure they don't lose #GenY
Why cars are still relevant for #GenY
The sheltered

Fascination and enthusiasm for technological innovations, car as a playground for new
innovation
Open to cars with the "right offer", as they have often directly experienced cars at home
Targeting with cool, technological features

The globe-trotter

Little need for cars (particularly in large cities). Although they have not yet completely
dismissed cars from their lives, there is a big danger that the gap will never be closed and
their interest in cars will disappear forever
Challenge for OEMs is not to lose this target group
Targeting not only through the product itself. Instead, the need for cars must be reiterated

The future-oriented

Although they recognize the value and benefits of having a car for their stage of life, they
have learned to get by without a car. There is often a lack of emotional attachment needed
to increase demand
Addressing the requirements of wellbeing and gratification (comfort, reliability, flexibility)
taking into account individual living situations
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From “beam me” and other phantasies
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
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Despite decreasing movement, the traffic problems in cities will increase,
while rural areas have to care for their mobility themselves
What #GenY expects from the mobile future

Future?

What’s already reality today, will increase in future:
further transfers of daily life situations to the virtual realm and decrease of
actual physical movement

Further increase of the discrepancies between urban and rural:
while cities have to cope with a maximum of traffic problems, rural areas
have to massively increase their mobility offers
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For #GenY, mobility as we know it today is becoming obsolete: New modes
of transport need to get away from the roads
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
Street-based mobility is not a long-term solution in cities:
both the air space and underground transport should be further developed
in the long term in order to relocate traffic and enable new mobility
concepts to emerge
Orientation towards the familiar:
even if Futurama is set in the 31st century and the holodeck has not yet
been invented – for #GenY the media and popular culture dictate the
developments of the future: Segways, hoverboards and beams may be
visionary but they also represent a conceivable and expected reality of the
future
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#GenY is ready to think outside the box. Well-formulated competing offers
could easily succeed
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
Drive and operation
For #GenY one thing is clear:
autonomous driving is the future –
provided that…
safety is guaranteed, #GenY remains in
charge and can take over the controls

For #GenY it is also clear: electromobility is the future – provided that…
the range of the vehicles is extended, the
purchase costs are reduced and the
infrastructure is in place
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Features and functions
In order to meet the individual wishes of
#GenY, the car of the future must be able
to act quickly and on an individual basis
at all times
Transporter or city runabout?
…both –
with adjustable vehicle sizes
Traffic jam or building site?
… "Real time navigation" to avoid obstacles
And longer journeys?
…on-demand entertainment and internet
at the push of a button – ideal for the
autonomous car
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The car of the future… will no longer be manufactured and purchased in a
conventional way; instead the production and sales processes will be
digitalized
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
Production…
Digital technology is already
proceeding at a rapid pace – and this
will only increase in the car of the
future
For #GenY it is clear:
Apple, Google and Samsung etc.
have the knowledge and the
experience to put this trend into
practice – they are the car
manufacturers of the future…
…but not alone, as the core competence
of car production will still lie with the classic
manufacturers – the key question is:
who buys who?
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… and sales
The car of the future will rarely be bought
from a dealer – digital sales channels are
on the rise: Configuring, ordering,
delivery…
…or as a hologram in the car
showroom – with real-time
configuration
Even if this trend forges ahead: cars (unlike
FMCG) are too costly and long-lasting for sales
to be a purely virtual process
Still relevant in the future: real touchpoints:
BEFORE making a purchase #GenY wants to
test the product, in person and with advice
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An appeal from #GenY to the world at large: in order to guarantee mobility
in the future, there is a need to adapt the infrastructure of towns and cities
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
The high traffic density already causes daily problems for #GenY, which has a negative effect not just on the
need to own a car but also on mobility in general.
For #GenY, adapting the infrastructure is the best solution
Example of a zone system for cities:
specific zones determine the modes of
transport permitted

Example of alternative infrastructure:
relocates regular traffic (deliveries, refuse collection) based on the public
transport model and bundles the same means of transport (bicycles)
Aerial cableway

Extra "highway" just for bicycles

RedZone: only cars

Pneumatic tube system for mail and small
deliveries that links all buildings

BlueZone: only bicycles

GreenZone:
only Segways

Extra street just for private cars

Delivery
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Public transport: rail network above the streets

Relocation of deliveries and refuse
collections to an automated underground rail
system that links all buildings
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Even if the issue of mobility is not high up the priority list for #GenY, possible
future scenarios still have the power to excite
What #GenY expects from the mobile future
The sheltered

As 'most-digital‘ #GenY representatives, very open to the mobile future: whether this
is autonomous driving or holodeck – the future cannot come fast enough for the
sheltered
Only the costs could complicate this equation

The globe-trotter

Even if the car is less important in this phase of life,
its future development is still relevant
A need that is not currently there can be brought to life through clever mobility
concepts and developments

The future-oriented

For the future-oriented in particular, anything that makes everyday life easier is
increasingly important. The car of the future will be seen in this light, and will be very
desirable. However, the expectations in terms of the flexibility of the future car and
an expanded infrastructure are far greater as a result
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Your contact
Bettina Saffer
Account Director | GfK Automotive
Bettina.Saffer@gfk.com
T +49 911 395 4530
www.gfk.com
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Backup
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#GenY likes covering short distances by bicycle: it is always available, quick
and flexible (time and route)
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Short to medium distances, for spontaneous trips:
exercise, errands, work, university, meeting friends
Main season: Summer

Why?

Quick and flexible
Doing something for health/conscience
Saving time (no need to look for parking space),
independence (no need to rely on timetables)

Why not?

Inconsiderate car drivers and pedestrians
Bad weather
Long journeys

City or
countryside?

Usually the perfect option for short trips
– distances are usually too great in rural areas
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"In cities, my
bicycle is my best
friend. It takes me
everywhere I need
to go. But it's no
good in winter. And
it gets tiring after
more than 20
minutes." (Berlin,
student)
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If the opportunity arises, #GenY also occasionally travels on foot –
for short journeys
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

For short distances: errands nearby,
wandering around town, exercise

Why?

Quick and flexible for short distances
Being outside and getting some exercise, enjoying
surroundings
(Almost) completely independent of external influences
(exception:
weather)
Middle
to long
distances can no longer be covered on

Why not?

City or
countryside?

foot: The distance is too great

In cities in particular, as lots of things are within walking
distances; in rural areas, the distances are usually too
great
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"Since I started
walking more, I've
got to know my
district better. It's a
great way to
discover an area –
but obviously I
don't get very far
on foot." (Berlin,
student)
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Car sharing may run the risk of being unreliable, but it also offers a cheap,
quick transport alternative
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Only for long distances: between cities

Why?

Comfortable and convenient
Good value for money: cheap and convenient
Free time or time to work during the journey (reading,
smartphone, studying etc.)

Why not?

Unforeseen delays (traffic jams), unreliable
(spontaneous cancellations)
Sometimes less comfortable (too many other
passengers)
Uncertainty:
Unknown–driver
Available everywhere
but almost always

City or
countryside?

better availability/connection in cities
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"It's a great way of
covering large
distances really
cheaply. And
sometimes the
people are also
nice. But it's
annoying if you get
stuck in traffic or
the driver wants to
talk the whole
time." (Hamburg,
entry-level
employee)
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Long-distance coaches are frequently used due to very low costs and
comfort
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Medium to long distances

Why?

Very cheap
Comfort and entertaining (WLAN for free)
Free time or time to work during the journey (reading,
smartphone, studying etc.)

Why not?

Sometimes unreliable: prone to traffic jams, delays
Sometimes uncomfortable: not much space/leg room

City or
countryside?

Connections to large cities usually better (main stations)
– no train stations in rural areas
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"Long-distance coaches are really good
if you want to save money. They cannot
be beaten on price. And they are really
quick for medium distances. But it does
get stressful when you're traveling longer
distances and get stuck in traffic or
you're on an uncomfortable bus."
(Hamburg, living with parents)
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Trains may be a comfortable way to travel, but the high costs are usually a
disadvantage
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Medium to long distances

Why?

Very quick and comfortable (leg room, you can move
around during the journey)
Free time or time to work during the journey (reading,
smartphone, studying etc.)

Why not?

Unreliable: often delayed, replacement transport
Very expensive without special offers (German ICE/EC
trains)
Sometimes: overbooked, air-conditioning broken

City or
countryside?

Connection/direct connections with ICE/EC in large
cities is usually better, there are usually only regional
trains in rural areas
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"Trains are really comfortable, especially
ICE trains. But without a special offer no
one can afford to travel on them."
(Nuremberg, living with parents)
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#GenY takes taxis if absolutely necessary – but they are too expensive to be
a regular everyday option
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

For short to medium distances: from nights out back
home, to the doctor etc.
When there are no alternatives (e.g. public transport)

Why?

Comfortable and convenient
Quick and direct: direct journeys, no detours
Instant: usually always available
Handing over responsibility and relaxing

Why not?

Very expensive and therefore not a viable everyday
option

City or
countryside?

Available everywhere – but better availability with
shorter waiting times in cities
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"I'll take a taxi if I don't have any
other option. But only then. It's a
really luxurious way to travel, but it's
just too expensive." (Hamburg,
entry-level employee)
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Flying still connects #GenY to vacations/longer distances – domestic flights
not a priority
From A to B: How #GenY gets around
When?

Long distances as well as domestic flights

Why?

Quick, particularly compared with the distance covered
Quick process for domestic flights
Free time or time to work during the journey (reading,
smartphone, studying etc.)
Reaching
distant
destinations
Travel times
(for longer
distances)

Why not?

City or
countryside?

Fear of flying
Expensive

"We fly when we go on vacation, for
destinations that are further away. But for
flying within Germany I find the waiting
times at airports too long. And it's
expensive." (Hamburg, student)

Connections in large cities usually better – not every city
has an airport
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